Thank you for purchasing CULTURE BRAIN'S KUNG-FU HEROES™ for your Nintendo Entertainment System®. For maximum enjoyment, please read this Instruction Manual thoroughly before playing.

KUNG-FU HEROES™ is a comical animated Kung-Fu action game. Your journey to save Princess and retrieve the treasures will take you to eight different castles and a host of traps and obstacles. Whether or not you make it to the last castle depends on your quick wits and reflexes.
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PRECAUTIONS

- This is a high precision game. It should not be stored in places that are very hot or cold. Never hit or drop it. Do not take it apart.

- Avoid touching the connectors. Do not get them wet or dirty. Doing so may damage the game.

- Do not clean with Benzene, paint Thinner, Alcohol or other such solvents.

- Always turn the power off before inserting or removing the cartridge from the Nintendo Entertainment System®.
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CONTROLLING THE ACTION

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTROLLER

SELECT BUTTON
Use this BUTTON to move the stars to the game you wish to play 1 or 2 player.

START BUTTON
Press this BUTTON to begin. If you wish to interrupt play in the middle of a game, press the START BUTTON. And the game will stop. Press the START BUTTON again when you wish to continue playing. The game will continue from where you left off.

CONTROL PAD
↑ To move up, punch or kick high.
← To move left, punch or kick to the left.
↓ To move down, punch or kick low.
→ To move right, punch or kick to the right.

BUTTON A
Press to punch.

BUTTON B
Press this BUTTON while holding the control pad in the desired direction to do the Moonault Kick.

HOW TO PLAY

STORY
Monsters have taken Princess Min-Min and the 10 treasures of the Land. Kung-Fu Masters Jacky and Lee return from weeks of training to find the Land filled with sorrow. The people plead with Jacky and Lee to go after the Monsters, defeat them and restore happiness to the Land.
SCENES
Jacky and Lee attack the Monster's castles to save Princess Min-Min.
When the castle door opens, enter to move on to the next scene. There are 8 different castles, each with four rooms. There are 32 different scenes. In some of the stones and rocks you smash, you can find Bonus Stages and Quick Passages to other castles.

The high score will be retained even if you press the RESET BUTTON.
CAST OF CHARACTERS

- Jacky and Lee
  Young friends from the land who have been taking Kung-Fu lessons, together.

- Min-Min
  Princess of the Land.
  As beautiful as a water lily.

BEWARE

Avoid falling into the holes or ponds or being hit by the enemies, also avoid the spear and gun wielded by the enemies.

ENEMIES

**KUNG-FU COMMANDOS**

3 types appear.
- Punching, Kicking and Dueling.

500 pts.

**FLOATING VIPER**

Underlings trained by the DRAGON MAN. To defeat them, trample them under foot.

1000 pts.
SPEAR MEN
These men are quick and sure with their spears, so watch your step.
1000 pts.

Mr. COFFIN
He doesn't give up easily. Be careful. He would love to shut you in.
1000 pts.

BISON COMMANDOS
They are the strongest of all the enemies you will encounter. There is no way to successfully attack them.
1000 pts.

THUNDER BOLTS
As they cross the screen, make sure you leap over them.

GUNMAN
A real dead-eye shot with a Bazooka.
1000 pts.

CAT MAGE
She is princess of the demon cat clan. They shoot the deadly Medusa Beam.
5000 pts.

DRAGON MAN
Officers in the dragon clan. They shoot black bullets. Use the sword and you can defeat them.
3000 pts.

FIRE BALLS
These strange creatures live underground. They came out through the wells. They can't be defeated.
WARE CAT

Soldiers of the demon cat clan. Be careful. They can send you flying.

5000 pts.

MEDUSA CAT

Mother of the Cat Mage. She shoots the mysterious Medusa Beam from her mouth.

5000 pts.

DRAGON HEAD

You can defeat these creatures with the Moon Sault Kick. But only after you obtained more than 5 treasures.

5000 pts.

WILL O WISP

You play the game for a long time and these pesky creatures appear. Make them disappear by jumping over them 3 times.

5000 pts.

5000 pts.

UNI-GON

These cruel monsters are fire breathers. Punch their upper body 5 times and defeat them.

3000 pts. → ?

DRAGON

The leader of the dragon clan. If you have collected 5 treasures, you can defeat him using the sword.

10000 pts.

GOLEM

These evil creatures can shoot bullets from the upper part of the screen.

→ ?
**Power Up**...When playing in the 2 player mode, both players power up at the same time.

**Treasure Box**...Look for this as you smash rocks, stones and ice. Take the Treasure Box and you can power up or get some needed weapons.

**Punch Up**...Power to punch will increase.

**Miracle Kick**...You can use the Miracle Kick as long as you get this mark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shorin Temple Mark A</td>
<td>Use this to weaken Mr. Coffin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorin Temple Mark B</td>
<td>Use this to weaken Medusa Beam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scroll A</td>
<td>Use this as well as the Miracle Kick to defeat ware cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scroll B</td>
<td>Use this to slow down Uni-Gon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td>Use this to have enemy's beam reflect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEADS</td>
<td>You can see the transparent Coffins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAKE</td>
<td>Use this to slow down Dragon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWORD</td>
<td>Obtain this and you can defeat the Dragon clan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRYSTAL BALL</td>
<td>Use this to weaken Golem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANDLE</td>
<td>You can see the traps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Question Balls**...These appear when you break a rock, stone or block of ice. Hit them again and they change to $ or $.

**Money Bags**...Get 5 of these and one $ ball will appear. Get 6 $ balls and you can get one $ ball.

**X Mark**...In collecting $, if you get one X, you lose all the $ you've collected.
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BASIC TECHNIQUE

How to attack enemies

- DRAGON MAN: The secret to defeating Dragon Man is getting close to him. Do this by using the Miracle kick, then defeat him with the sword.
- CAT MAGE: Score big points by attacking this enemy with your Moon Sault Kick.
- GUN BALL: Collect these and you can attack your enemies with Gun Balls.

In the 2 player mode, only the player getting the @ ball can fire the Gun Balls.

- BISON COMMANDOS/KUNG-FU COMMANDOS: Once you’ve dodged their attacks, defeat them with your Miracle Kick.
- FLOATING VIPER/MR. COFFIN/DRAGON HEAD: They will pursue you no matter where you are. Get them quickly with your Moon Sault Kick.
- SPEAR MEN: Jump over their spears and defeat them with your Miracle Kick.
- DRAGON: You can’t defeat him unless you have more than 5 treasures.
• UNI-GON—He will give you chase
  but escape him with your Miracle Kick.

* You can change the direction of your
  Miracle Kick while jumping, but you
  only have a few to use so choose
  carefully. Take advantage of the Gun
  Balls you get. Your enemies can't use
  their beams when you have Gun Balls.

TIPS ON PLAYING THE GAME

1. Point 1—Collect as many items as
   possible.

STAGE 1—1

Begin your long journey to save Princess
Min-Min. By first smashing the rocks and
collecting as many items as possible. The
more you collect now, the less regrets
you'll have later.

Collect a key and a stairway to the
Bonus Stage appears. Enter quickly.
Collect 5 ③ balls in the Bonus Stage and
you earn an extra life.
Quick Passage Zone. What is it?

This zone allows you to pass on to the future stage more quickly. Before passing to the future stage, make sure you're ready to take on stronger enemies. If you've collected enough items you'll be strong enough to defeat your new enemies.

To get the high score

Here's a tip on how to get the high score. The special Bonus Stage and Break Time are important in getting a high score. Riding the sinking and moving rocks will also increase your score.

Tips on escaping the stronger enemies

Some of the stronger enemies like Uni—Gon and Dragon are hard to defeat. Here's some tips to help you escape from them. When they appear, rush into the Quick Passage! You appear on the other side. But they still run after you. When they get closer, run into the Quick Passage again!

Throw rocks at your enemies!

Some of rocks jump out when you hit them. Attacking your enemies with these rocks will give you a chance to score a lot of points.
Power Balls

Hit the (c) that come from rocks and blocks you smash, and (s) appear. Collect a (s) and when you press the A and B Buttons at the same time, (p) balls appear. Collect a (p) ball your enemies will turn pale! Any enemy that has turned pale can be defeated by just touching them. Even Uni—Gon can be defeated with just one stroke.

CULTURE BRAIN USA, INC. LIMITED WARRANTY

CULTURE BRAIN USA, INC. warrants to the original purchaser only of this CULTURE BRAIN software product that the medium on which this computer program is recorded is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This CULTURE BRAIN software product is sold "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind, and CULTURE BRAIN is not liable for any losses or damages of any kind resulting from use of this program. CULTURE BRAIN agrees for a period of ninety (90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, any CULTURE BRAIN software product, postage paid with proof of date of purchase, at its Factory Service Center. Replacement of the cartridge, free of charge to the original purchaser (except for the cost of returning the cartridge) is the full extent of our liability.

This warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the defect in the CULTURE BRAIN software product has arisen through abuse, unreasonable use, misrepresentation or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAUSES OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING OR OBLIGATE CULTURE BRAIN. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE NINTY (90) DAY CULTURE BRAIN WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MISFUNCTION OF THIS CULTURE BRAIN SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

This warranty shall not be applicable to the extent that any provision of this warranty is prohibited by any federal, state or municipal law which cannot be pre-empted. CULTURE BRAIN USA, INC. 13313 N.E. 90TH Redmond Washington 98052.

COMPLIANCE WITH FCC REGULATIONS

This equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if not installed and used properly, that is, in strict accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, may cause interference to radio and television reception. It has been type tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device in accordance with the specifications in Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC rules, which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such interference in a residential installation. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient the receiving antenna.
- Relocate the NES with respect to the receiver.
- Move the NES away from the receiver.
- Plug the NES into another outlet so that the computer and receiver are on different circuits.

If necessary, the user should consult an experienced radio/television technician for additional suggestions. The user may find the following booklet prepared by the Federal Communications Commission helpful. How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV Interference Problems. This booklet is available from the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Stock No. 044-009-00834-4.